«fr. DOUGLAS BRUCE, for, in his last two books, he often makes free use of the very words of the English poem" (p. 220).
Dr. Sommer does not anywhere, as far as I can discover, express definitely his view as to the relation of Malory's source to the Prose-Lancelot, but it seems evident from his discussion pp. 273-275 that he regards this source as primarily based on the latter, so that the present passage, I take it, has the same meaning as the following:
3. "The Vulgate-Lancelot (P. L.) is the source for the first part 11.1-1181, up to the gap [i. e. to the point in the Harl. MS. where one or more leaves are missing] whereas for the remainder of the poem, 11.1316-3969, from the gap to the end, the poet used the same source as did M. for the two last books of his rifacimento" (p. 249).
As will be observed, according to the first of these passages, the last two books of Malory are a direct prose rendering of the English metrical romance; according to the passage quoted under the heading 3 (and I might add others, as on pp. 250, 269, 275) the books in question are derived not directly from the metrical romance, but simply from a common source, although the phraseology of Malory's work is often influenced by that of the English romance.
Leaving aside, for the present, the question of the influence which the phraseology of the metrical romance may have exercised over Malory's own, there can be no doubt that the last of the views cited above is the correct one and that the twentieth and twenty-first books of the Morte Darthur are not a prose rendering of the romance of the Harleian MS. but are simply derived from the same French original as the latter part of that romance.') To one who is familiar with the Old French Arthurian prose romances it will be obvious on the comparison of almost any passage of Malory with the corresponding passage of the English metrical romance that so exact a rendering of the spirit and method of the French romances (take, for example, the interminable dialogues) is far more likely to be due to Malory's customary close adherence *) Dr. W. E. Mead in his Selections from Morte Darthnr (Boston, 1897) pp. 305 if. has come to the same conclusion but he discusses the matter with reference to the phraseology alone.
to his originals than to a transformation on his part in the direction of these romances of thee naivete and often balladlike simplicity of the English Le Morte Arthur. Apart from the markedly fuller treatment of material common to botha matter to which Dr. Sommer hiimself frequently refers (as pp. 252, 255 et passim) -I wouldd now call attention to what is more significant as disproving thhe dependence of Malory on Le Morte Arthur -namely, a IMst of passages peculiar to Malory -only the most salient oones -which have nothing corresponding in the English metriccal romance. In his detailed comparative study of the Old Freench Vulgate-Lancelot, Malory's Morte Darthur and the ronmance of the Harleian MS. Dr. Sommer has himself noted soome of these variations at different points in the course of hiss comparison and throughout this portion of his work (pp. 249-*-275) adopts the viewevidently just as it will appear, I believe -that Malory's last two books and the romancee of the Harleian MS. are derived from a common source. Alfter having myself made an independent comparison of the worrks concerned I bring these passages together in this place in oorder to render it clear that the above view is the correct one,', and consequently that the last two books of Malory cannot be^ regarded simply as a prose rendering of the English metrical roomance. Whilst recognising the difficulty of drawing a line betxween mere amplification and more distinctive additions I offer· the following passages in Malory as those of most importancce in this connection. I cite according to Sommer's edition (Volj. I) and add also references to the parts of the narrative of thhe romance in the Harleian MS. (= MH.) where the wanting f passages would naturally occur. The pages of the latter aree given according to Furnivall's edition.
1. The long conversation betweeen Lancelot and Guinevere when the former has been espieed in the queen's chamber (pp. 801-802) -MH. p. 72.
2. The latter part of Lancelott's speech to Agravain and his knights whilst Lancelot is stilll in the queen's chamber together with the reply of 3. Lancelot's parting with Guiinevere after he has slain Agravain and his knights (p. 803) -MH. p. 73.
4. Lancelot's interview with the knights who assemble to join him after the affair with Agravain (pp. 804-807) - MH. p. 75. 5. The latter part of Airthur's speech on his being told that Guinevere has been carrried off and that his knights have been slain (pp. 811-812) 13. Hector's lament oveBr Lancelot (p. 860) -MH. p. 160. Now, not only do nonee of the passages just cited have anything to correspond to theem in MH., but, with the exception of 6 and 9, they have notching to correspond to them in the Vulgate-Lancelot, and even iin the case of 6 and 9 the corresponding passages of the VuUgate-Lancelot could not be taken as furnishing more than imere hints for the passages in Malory. 1 ) Either we mustt explain them then as additions *) In the Vulgate-Lancelot, < corresponding to 6, Lancelot reminds the king of the latter's debt to him f from the time that "Galehaut li sires des lontaignes illes devint vostres lig^es" and of how much the king owed him on that occasion. Lancelot says he reminds Arthur of this not from fear but to recall to him the affectionn he should feel for one who has done so much for him. Lancelot also reeminds Gawain of how he had delivered him from the "dolerouse tour" aand "karados le grant". Gawain replies that Lancelot has done nothing; for him "que vos ne manes mult chier yendu al daarainier" (British Mnseeum MS. Additional 10294, 78·, cols. 2-3). There is no mention in the passage of "Syr Turquyn" and altogether it is made by Malory to the story which, according to the first of Dr. Sommer's suppositions (p. 11) he derived from MH., or we have the alternative possibility that they are derived from the lost romance which in his discussion on pp. 249-275, Dr. Sommer supposes as the common source of MH. and of Malory. Considering Malory's method of regularly condensing, or, to use Caxton's own term, "reducing" his originals rather than expanding them, it is in the highest degree improbable that within the compass of these two books he should have invented so many distinctive additions as those enumerated above. This is ^ particularly true, I think, of the episode numbered 12 which seems to me to be quite beyond Malory's capacity for independent invention.
If we turn now to consider more closely the passages numbered 6 and 9 I believe that this view will be strongly confirmed. The passages in question, although, as I have already stated, they do not appear in the same form in Malory as in the Vulgate-Lancelot are yet undeniably connected with the corresponding passages of the latter romance. On what theory are we to explain the relation of the passages in Malory with the passages in the Vulgate-Lancelot, if we accept the view that in his last two books Malory was only giving "a prose rendering of the English metrical romance, Le Morte Arthur"? We should have to suppose that in the course of his paraphrasing the English romance he turned aside in these instances to the Vulgate-Lancelot and adopted hints from it, altering and expanding his original. Now, to this course of procedure, not very probable in itself, there is absolutely nothing similar in those portions of Malory's compilation for which his sources are known and in which his method of dealing with his originals can be determined. But there is no need for perplexing ourselves with these improbabilities, if we suppose, as Dr. Sommer has himself done in his detailed discussion (pp. 249-275) that Malory did not draw his material directly from MH. but from a romance which was the common much less elaborate than Malory. -Corresponding to 9 in the VulgateLancelot, on his death-bed Gawain speaks to Arthur and sends a verbal message to Lancelot, asking him to visit his tomb (ibid. 88 b , Col. 1), bnt there is no mention of a letter. source of both (p. 249) -a modification, as he takes it, of the Vulgate-Lancelot (p. 273). It is not surprising, under that supposition, that passages resembling those in the corresponding narrative of the Vulgate-Lancelot should appear in Malory and if they are absent from MH. this is due to the extreme condensation which that poem exhibits almost everywhere in its treatment of the story as compared with Malory.
It is of at least equal importance to add that not only do we find passages of considerable length like the abovementioned wanting in MH. which Malory has derived in a modified form from the Vulgate-Lancelot through his source, but in several places briefer passages also. The improbability in the case of these is, of course, all the greater in proportion to their brevity. It is very unlikely that Malory would have turned aside from paraphrasing the English romance in order to cull from the Vulgate-Lancelot such passages for insertion in the course of his narrative, going to the trouble, moreover, of modifying them considerably in some instances, whereas all would be plain, if we supposed that he derived them from his source, since it is certain that that source was a systematic recasting of the Vulgate-Lancelot, or, an independent version of the same material. I subjoin a number of the passages in question which I have noted together with the parallel passages in the Vulgate-Lancelot. Quotations from the latter, here as throughout this article, except where the contrary is expressly stated, are given according to the text of Additional MS. 10294 (British Museum). References are also added to the corresponding passages of the printed edition of 1513 (PL.).
1. When Lancelot having returned the queen to Arthur is about to go away into his own kingdom Malory says: "Thenne syr launcelot syghed and there with the teres feile on his chekes and thenne he sayd thus: Alias moost Crysten Kealme whome I haue loued aboue al other realmes and in the I have geten a grete parte of my worship and now I shalle departe in this wyse. Truly me repenteth that euer I came in this realme that shold be thus shamefully bannysshed vndeserued and causeles but fortune is so varyannt and the whele soo meuable etc." (pp. 826 f.).
In It is evident that the passage applied to Bedivere in MH. and Malory was derived by their common source from the passage in the Vulgate-Lancelot which relates to Lancelot or its source. *) But the mention by Malory of both a chapel ') The source of Malory and MH. was obviously not directly dependent on the romance which we call the Vulgate-Lancelot for the story of Arthur's death. That source and the Vulgate-Lancelot were for this part, and a hermitage just as we find them in the Vulgate-Lancelot shows that he drew directly from his source and not from MH., for in the latter there is no mention of the hermitage, although a hermit does appear in the chapel (1. 3528) as in Malory. It would, of course, be absurd to suppose that Malory, had he been paraphrasing MH., would have gone back to the Vulgate-Lancelot for so slight a difference of detail when the passage in that romance does not even occur at a corresponding point in the order of the narrative*) and as we have seen is connected with a different character.
If Malory, then, as I have endeavoured to show, derived his material not from MH. but simply from the same source as the author of that romance, the very similar and occasionally coincident phrases which Dr. Sommer cites in the course of his discussion, pp. 250-272, would have no significance. Even granting his contention that Malory derived them from MH. we should have here merely an occasional borrowing of phrase on the part of the former. There can be no doubt, however, that this view is erroneous. The similarities and occasional coincidences in question are only such as must occur in the case of two writers following closely the same original and should have no weight when set against more fundamental variations. The matter has been made the subject of a special discussion by Dr. W. E. Mead in his Selections from Morte Darthur (Boston, 1897) pp. 305 ff. and with his conclusions I entirely agree.
II.
Although the view as to the relation of Malory's last books and the metrical romance which is expressed in the third of the passages quoted at the head of this article is substantially correct, it should be pointed out nevertheless that Dr. Sommer is mistaken in assuming that the line of division in the latter at least, both worked up from still earlier sources. It makes no difference, however, with respect to the present argument whether we regard the relation as one of direct dependence or not l ) The reader to whom hoth the MSS. and the early printed editions of the Lancelot romance are not accessible may be referred to Dr. Sommer's analysis of this part of the narrative in his edition of Malory, Vol. ΙΠ, pp.265ff. between the two parts in which different sources are followed coincides with the gap in the Harleian MS.
1 ) It is not at 1.1318 that the poet began to use the same source as Malory but at 1.1672, or, to state the matter conversely, it is only the twentieth and twenty-first books of Malory which are drawn from the same source as the latter part of the metrical romance, not any portion of the eighteenth, as would be the case, did the parallelism begin at 1.1318, and as Dr. Sommer has stated in his general summary of the sources of the Morte Darthur (p. 10). The lines in question, 1318-1671, deal with the episode of Mador de la Porte. He has accused the queen of having poisoned his brother with fruit at a dinner and she is condemned to be burnt if no champion presents himself to defend her. The queen begs the chief knights at court to undertake her defence and they refuse but finally Bors agrees to do so if no better knight appears. Bors and Lionel meet Lancelot by chance in the forest and tell him of the queen's danger. He presents himself on the appointed day, fights with Mador and vanquishes him. The squires having been put to torture, the real criminal is discovered and executed.
Apart from the very important difference that in Malory the episode of Mador de la porte occurs at a different point in the order of the narrative (see Sommer pp. 220 f.) the chief variations between the account of these incidents in MH. as compared with Malory are as follows:
1. We have in MH. two separate appeals of Guinevere to Bors before he consents to defend her, viz. 11.1340 ff. and 1422 ff. whereas in Malory there is only one (pp. 731 f.).
2. In MH. (1357 ff.) the queen also appeals to Gawain, to which there is nothing corresponding in Malory.
3. The circumstances of Lancelot's meeting with Bors in the forest are different in the two works. In MH. Bors and Lionel have gone forth to offer up their orisons at a chapel in the forest before the battle (1459 ff.) and meet Lancelot riding there by chance. In Malory (p. 732) Bors being alone goes forth on purpose to seek Lancelot. "Soo thenne Sir Bors departed secretely vpon a day and rode vnto Dr. Sommer repeats his statement to this effect oil pp. 251 and 275.
sire Launcelot there as he was wyth the heremyte Sir Brastias & told hym of all theire aduenture."' 4. The scene and speech of the queen in her chamber alone when she laments the absence of Lancelot. 11.1404 ff. Not in Malory, pp. 730 ff.
5. In MH. they sit at the "borde" before the battle (1504 ff.), of which there is nothing· in Malory (pp. 733 f.).
6. In MH. both Mador and Lancelot are unhorsed in their encounter (1584); in Malory only Mador, whilst Lancelot of his own accord after the first encounter descends from his steed (p. 735).
7. In MH. Mador asks Lancelot to reveal to him his name (1604ff.); there is nothing similar to this scene in Malory (pp. 736 f.).
8. In MH. the squires are put to the torture and in this way the true author of the death of Mador's brother is forced to confess his crime (1648 ff.). In Malory it is the "damoysel of the lake", Nymue, who reveals the criminal (p. 737).
Now in regard to all the points just enumerated in which MH. differs from Malory, with the exception of 8, a comparison shows that it stands in close relation to the Vulgate-Lancelot, so that there can be no doubt that these features of the metrical romance are derived ultimately from that work (or its source), although several of them, as will be seen, have undergone transposition or alteration in the process. In fact, whilst differing markedly from Malory as the above enumeration sufficiently shows, the relation to the Vulgate-Lancelot is just the same as that of the whole preceding portion of the romance down to 1.1318 -a relation not of direct dependence, as I shall try to show later on in detail, but of ultimate derivation from it through an intermediate version of this part of the Lancelot-story based on that romance or its source of the same general nature as the common source of MH. 11. 1672-3969 and the last two books of the Morte Darthur.
I will take up the points in their order: 1. In the Vulgate-Lancelot as in MH. there are two separate appeals to Bors. First, on the return of Bors to court from seeking Lancelot, the queen who is delighted to hear of his arrival has an interview with him. She tells him of the poisoning incident of which he says he has heard nothing In the midst of the dialogue thus begun, we have the following: "Bohort fait la roine a qui que iaie failli de secors, a vos ne faudrai ie mie, ce sai ie bien. Dame fait bohors ia diex ne mait se vos ia a moi troueres secors de cette chose. Car puis que vos maues tolu celui que iou amoie comme mon signor et mon cousin, Iou ne vos doi pas aidier, mais nuire de tot mon pooir" etc. (67 b , col. 1-2 = PL. 164 b , col. 1). Bors in the end leaves the room without having granted her request and the queen breaks out into lamentation. The king is much concerned on Guinevere's account and solicits aid from the knights but without success. He finally advises the queen to seek the help of Bors and Hector. (Lionel is not mentioned). She sends for them and they come .... The queen makes her second appeal and then "Quant bohors voit la roine si esmaie et si angoisseuse, si len prent trop grans pites, si la relieue esraument et li dist tot en plorant. Dame or ne vos esmaies mie. Car se vos naues dedens demain tierce millor secors que Ie mien, Je sui cil qui por vos enterrai en camp encontre mador (68*, col. 1 = PL. 165», col. 2)". There are slight differences of detail, of course, between MH. and the French romance, as, for instance, the second interview with Bors according to the latter is due to Arthur's suggestion, of which nothing is said in MH. (1422 ff.). She "wente" to him, moreover, according to MH., whereas in the Vulgate-Lancelot she sends for Bors and Hector (68 a , col. 1). In the main matter of the two separate appeals, however, the two agree and stand in obvious contrast to Malory.
2. In MH. an appeal is also made to Gawain (by the queen) 11.1357 ff. to which there is nothing corresponding in the Morte Darthur. In the Vulgate-Lancelot we find again this appeal (with Gawain's answer) -only it is there ascribed to the king, as indeed earlier in MH. 1.1325 the king is said to have sought the assistance of Gawain as well as that of other knights. In the Vulgate-Lancelot the king first aproaches other knights (not named) of his court, but they refuse. "Ains dist chascuns quil ne sen entremetra ia. Car il seiuent bten tuit que la roine a tort et mador droit." Then the king turns to Gawain. But he replies: "Sire ie sui prest de faire yostre volente, se vos me creantes loialment que vos me cowseillerois a droit. Car vos sauees bien que madame ochist le cheualier dont ele est apelee" (67 bb , col. 3 = PL. 164 b , col. 2). 3. In the Vulgate-Lancelot Biors and Hector (who here takes the place of Lionel) do notb go forth to the forest to say their orisons before the battlee, as indeed the whole account of their meeting with Lanceelot goes before the story of the queen's appeals to Bors to uindertake her cause and it is only on his return from the foreest that she makes her first appeal. Nevertheless, in the Vulgaate-Lancelot as in MH. the meeting occurs as both parties aree riding in the forest, and in this the two differ from Malory:.
Lancelot has been at a hermiitage in the forest waiting for the wound to heal which he had accidentally received from one of the King's huntsmen. Biding out into the forest one day he meets a knight who teells him of the incident of the poisoned fruit, Mador's accusattion against the queen and her peril. 4. This lament of the queen w/hilst alone in her chamber is not in Malory but is found in tooth MH. and the VulgateLancelot. There are differences o)f detail between the two latter both as regards the circumstaances and the speech itself. In the Vulgate-Lancelot for examplle the queen does not go to her chamber to utter the lament,, being already there. She has just made her first appeal to Biors which he has refused. "Et qwant il [i. e. Bors] est issus cde la chambre et ele voit Now, the main incidents of the narrative covered by lines 1316-1671, although individually presented with marked differences in the three versions, MH., the Morte Darthur and the Vulgate-Lancelot, are nevertheless fundamentally the same in all three. In all the queen obtains a champion with difficulty, Bors finally consenting to espouse her cause, if no better knight presents himself; then there is a meeting between Bors and Lancelot in a forest when the latter promises to appear at the appointed time to defend the queen; he does appear, vanquishes Mador and thereby frees the queen.
As we have seen, in its treatment of these incidents all variations which MH. shows as contrasted with Malory, except the last of those enumerated above, are obviously connected with passages in the Vulgate-Lancelot and there can be no doubt that in this section of the story it is more closely related to this latter work than to the Morte Darthur. The alterations and transpositions of material, however, are such as to render improbable the supposition that the author of MH. drew directly from the Vulgate-Lancelot. The problem here, however, is the same as in the case of 11.1-1161 which come up later for discussion.
ΠΙ. But the assumption of Dr. Sommer which I have endeavoured to refute in the above section -to the effect, namely, that lines 1318-1671 of MH. as well as the remainder of the poem are drawn from the same source as that which Malory used for his last books -has tempted him, as I shall try to show, into still further errors.
To explain certain "anomalies in the narrative" of the Harleian MS. Dr. Sommer in a letter to the Academy of Nov. 15. 1890, the substance of which he has repeated in a note to his Studies on the Sources of the Morte Darthur (pp. 11 f.), proposed a rearrangement of the portions of this romance which deal respectively with the episodes of the Fair Maid of Ascalot and Mador de la Porte. I quote from the note just referred to: "LI. 832-951 are as they now stand misplaced; they belong to the episode of 'Gueneuer and Mador de la Porte'; they interrupt the episode of 'Launcelot and the "I have satisfied myself by an examination of the binding of the volume which contains 'Le Morte Arthur' that the MS. wants one leaf." * After entering into details to prove this he continues: "The gap which is caused by the deficiency of the folio can be filled up as nearly as possible by 11. 832-951, which are, as above stated, misplaced. By transposing these lines into the gap after fol. 102, the episode of "Ghienevere and Mador de la Porte" becomes a complete whole if we omit 11. 912-927, because they are to a certain extent repeated by 11.1318-1331 (comp. e. g. 11.916, 917, and 919 to 11.1318, 1320 and 1321) and also 11. 928-951 as being an apparent contradiction to 11. 1467-1503.
"How did this confusion arise? I venture to think that I can satisfactorily answer this question. The poet, while transcribing the French prose into English verse, finding that he had so far abandoned his source that it was impossible for him to connect his narrative with the ensuing events, rewrote a part of his work, and very likely marked the portions which he wished to be omitted. The scribes afterwards neglected or did not understand his indications, and so the Harl. MS. contains a cortain portion twice, which varied only in the end. Thus, the folio missing after 102 evidently contained 11. 832-911 + two lines rhyming with 11. 1318 and 1319 -and completing 11. 1318-1323 to a stanza of eight lines -or eighty-two lines, the exact number of lines contained by several folios of the Harl. MS.
"If these proposed emendations are accepted, the episode of "Guenever and Mador de la Porte" would consist of (1) II. 832-910; (2) two lines + 1318-1671 and thus arranged would be in accordance with the account given of this episode by the various MSS. of the Lancelot in the British Museum, and with that of Malory's "Le Morte Darthur", book XVIII, chaps, iii to viii." Now, these arbitrary changes which Dr. Sommer proposes, involving the transposition and omission of whole passages, are totally uncalled for. Notwithstanding the erroneous impression which the last paragraph quoted above might produce, it is only in Malory that the entire story of the poisoning and Mador de la Porte is told at one stretch from beginning to end (Book XVIII, chaps, iii-viii) without interruption. In its interweaving of this episode with that of the Fair Maid of Ascalot MH. only follows the same order as the VulgateLancelot, just as we find it in the printed edition of 1513. 2 ): The dinner is given, Mador's brother is poisoned [and the news is brought to Arthur. He goes to the room where the dinner has taken place and sees the dead body. He condemns the deed, bids the men care for the body and returns to his palace]. The queen grieves greatly. The knight is buried and an inscription put on the tomb. Three days later Mador comes and no one dares tell him. The following day he goes to the church and reads the inscription. He goes then to Arthur amidst his barons and accuses the queen. Arthur sends for the queen. She asks for a respite in order that she may obtain a champion and Mador agrees. [Now follows the story of L's accidental J ) All five MSS. of the British Museum enumerated above -in the note on p. 79 -interweave the two episodes in the same way, but they break the episode of Mador de la Porte still further by inserting the story of Lancelot's accidental wounding and Bors' going forth to seek him just after the inscription has been put on the tomb of the dead knight and before Mador himself has appeared on the scene. If this is compared with MH., 11. 832-1181 and 1318-1671 its agreement with the latter as to the order of the narrative is obvious at once, and needs no further discussion. Within the portion of the Mador-episode, covered by 11. 1318-1671 there are differences between the Vulgate-Lancelot and the English metrical romance which I have pointed out in the second section of this article, but these have nothing to do with the relative order of the episode of Mador de la Porte and the Fair Maid of Ascalot, which is here the question. In conclusion, then, if the 11. 832-951 "interrupt the episode of Launcelot and the Fair Maid of Ascalot" they only do what the corresponding passage in the Vulgate-Lancelot doesalong, it might be added, with still other material. The whole of Dr. Sommer's proposed changes should be rejected then as unnecessary.
IV.
In the note which I have quoted above from his Studies on the Sources of Malory Dr. Sommer, still laboring under the impression that 11.1318-1671 are derived from the same source as Malory's last two books -consequently from a source different from that of the lines that go before the gap in the Harl. MS. -has rejected 11. 912-927 "because they are to a certain extent repeated by 11.1318-1331 and also 11. 928-951 as being an apparent contradiction to 11.1467-1503". As far as the first of these cases is concerned an examination of the passages in question will show that the resemblance is really between 11. 915-919 on the one hand and 1318-1323 on the other. Here we have a genuine case of repetition, but this fact is no reason for rejecting either passage any more than it would be in the case of the passages 11. 1412-2414 and 11.1568-1571 Let us turn now to the case of apparent contradiction between 11. 928-951 and 1467-1503. Dr. Sommer has later on recurred to this subject on p. 250. After pointing out features in which that part of MEL which goes before the gap agrees with the Vulgate-Lancelot as against the Morte Darthur, he there says: "I will now add some of the contradictions between the first and second parts of MH., 11. 944-948. MH., (in harmony with PL.) tells how the news of the queen's misfortune comes to Lancelot where he is ill; later on 11.1484-1495, MH. (in harmony with M = Malory) says that Boors tells Lancelot of the queen's dangerous position. Line 844, MH. (like PL.) speaks of 'frute'; later on 1.1653, the fruit is specified as an 'appele' (as in M)".
With reference to the second of these points it is singular that Dr. Sommer should not have observed that only two lines below the line from which he cites the word "frute" viz: in 1. 846, we have already the specification of this fruit as "An Appille", so that in this respect there is certainly no contradiction between the portion of the romance which precedes and that which follows the gap. But the apparently more serious case of contradiction between 11. 928-951 on the one hand and 11.1467-1503 on the other can be easily explained, I believe, by a reference to the Vulgate-Lancelot, which, if not itself the immediate source of MH. 11.1-1671, gives us at any rate the main outlines of that source. It is better to consider the whole passages 11. 928-951 and 11.1467-1503 between which Dr. Sommer in the first of the places cited above has asserted that a contradiction exists rather than the naiTOwer limits 11. 944-948 and 11.1467-1503, for the latter cannot be separated from their context.
Reading 11.928 ff. without reference to their source we are surprised to learn that word concerning Queen Guinevere's troubles should come to Lancelot "There as he seke I-woundyd lay" (1. 934), for when we last saw him in the romance (11. 780 ff.) he was in the full vigour of health, having some time before recovered from the wound (1. 552) which he had received in the tournament at Winchester. But as a matter of fact the poet here has gone so far in the condensation of the story of his source that he has become unintelligible without reference to that source. The wound from which Lancelot is said in 1. 934 to be suffering when news comes to him of the queen's perilous situation is in reality a second wound -namely, that which he accidentally received, according to the VulgateLancelot from one of the king's huntsmen (64 a , col. 3 -64 b , col. 3) -only the author of the metrical romance has not taken over from his source the original account of this wounding.
1
) Furthermore it will be observed that Lancelot in MH. as he lay thus sick from a wound was under the care of a hermit (1. 953) of whom nothing hitherto had been said; but on turning to the Vulgate-Lancelot (as may be seen from Dr. Sommer's synopsis, p. 227) Lancelot after being wounded by the huntsman is under similar care. That the passage in MH. is ultimately derived from the story of Lancelot's accidental wounding in the Vulgate-Lancelot is confirmed by the observation that they correspond exactly in the order of incidents as we find them in the printed edition of 1513. , col. 1). He learns it from a knight whom he finds sleeping in the forest by a fountain.
But the above is not the only passage in the VulgateLancelot where the news of Queen Guinevere's peril is told to Lancelot whilst he is in the forest. At the close of the scene with the knight whom he finds by the fountain he rides away and meets Bors and Hector. They greet each other *) In Malory (Book XVm, chaps, xxi and xxii) we find the same story but with important differences of detail.
*) The M8S. in the British Museum, as I have pointed out above (p. 83) differ here as regards order from the printed editions.
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joyfully and "lors conterent a Imcelot les noueles de la roine" (67% col. 1 = PL. 163 b , col. 2), although it is true that we have added immediately "Et il lors dist quil sauoit ia", Now this scene of the meeting of Bors and Hector with Lancelot in the forest 1 ) which we find in the Vulgate-Lancelot is evidently the original of the corresponding meeting of Bors and Lionel with Lancelot under similar circumstances in MH. 11.1467 ft, although the author of the latter has transferred it to a later point in the order of the narrative. There can be no doubt then that to this conception of a new relation of Guinevere's troubles which occurs at exactly the corresponding point in the scene in the Vulgate-Lancelot is due the second account which Lancelot receives in MH. of the same events. His inquiry concerning the queen is conventional as is shown by its identity with that in 1. 679, and it is to be noticed besides that on hearing this second account he expresses no surprise such as would have been called for if the author of MH. had really conceived of this as the first report that Lancelot had heard of Guinevere's misfortunes, and such as we may be sure that this writer with his fondness for depicting scenes of grief and lamentation would have added. It will be granted then, I believe, that the apparent contradiction between the two accounts in MH. (11. 928-951 and 1467-1503), both of which are derived ultimately from the Vulgate-Lancelot, is due to just such an awkwardness on the part of the poet of MH. in recasting his original for the second account as I have shown him to have been guilty of, to an even grosser extent, in the case of the first account. We have therefore no reason to infer from the above passage (11. 928-951 and 1467-1503) that the source of 11.1318-1671 is different from that of 11.1-1181, viz: the portion of the metrical romance which goes before the gap in the Harleian MS.
V. The source of MH. 11.1672-3969 is unquestionably the same as that of Malory's twentieth and twenty-first books, but
') The printed editions and MSS. as I have already in part pointed out in the note p. 79 differ much in regard to this episode, but in all Lancelot is in some form or other told again of Guinevere's peril. let us examine Dr. Sommer's statement that the "VulgateLancelot (PL.) is the source for the first part, 11.1-1181" (p. 249). He says still further with reference to this point "A minute examination of the first part of MH. discloses several points which do not agree with PL., but they are of very secondary importance, and can be explained, without exception, as the poet's modifications of the source in order to adapt his material to the exigencies of his metre; thus in his tendency to avoid proper names, he gives no names for the localities where the events he relates take place 5 ' (p. 250).
How wide of the mark this statement of the relation of MH. (11.1-1181) to the Vulgate-Lancelot is will be sufficiently evident from the results of a comparison of the two which I now submit. The references are as usual to Add. MS. 10294 and the printed edition of 1513, but the reader will find a very full analysis of this part of the Vulgate-Lancelot in Dr. Sommer's work (pp. 221 ff.). I leave aside very many differences of detail and content myself with pointing out the variations of most importance. I purposely omit to note the occurrence of material in the Vulgate-Lancelot which is not reproduced in MH., since condensation is obviously the conscious aim of the author of the English romance, as appears from the comparison with Malory, and such variations are therefore without significance. In the following the Vulgate-Lancelot is cited as VL.
11.1-176. The opening scene of MH. with the conversation of Arthur and Guinevere as they lie in bed together has nothing to correspond to it in VL. The alarm which the queen feels (11. 69 ff.) on finding that Lancelot has staid behind when the rest have gone to the tournament does not appear in VL. although we find the same trait in the corresponding scene in Malory (Book XVIII, chap. viii). In VL. much stress is laid on the fact that Lancelot travels only by night so as to avoid recognition, whereas in MH. he "hastis bothe night and day" (1. 91). In the scene at the house of the Lord of Ascalot (11.153 ff.) Lancelot does not ask any such question as 11.155 f. ; but inquires immediately after armour. The lord in his answer grants the request and mentions that his other son is going to the tournament. For the rest, apart from the introduction of Galehode (1. 43) and the substitution of Yvain for Gyfflet (106 ff.), for the part of the narrative covered by 11.1-176 MH. and VL. agree in a general way very well. , col. 1 = PL. 145 a , col. 2), Lancelot consents to wear the sleeve of the Maid of Ascalot at the tournament just as in MH., but the whole scene with which this is connected in MH. has nothing corresponding there, as may easily be seen on referring to Dr. Sommer's analysis. As a matter of fact this scene, with the Maid's declaration of love, which the author of MH. inserts here, has been anticipated from a much later passage in VL. 2) Lancelot continues the battle after receiving his wound. He does not leave the field until the defeat of the opposite party is assured. They do not stop at all until they arrive at the aunt's and there they send simply for one leech -namely, an old knight. King Arthur does not remain in Winchester a month -on the contrary, it is stated that he left on the next day. Nothing, moreover, is said about heralds' being sent forth to proclaim the tournament -at Tenebors according to VL., not Winchester -and the wounded Lancelot hears of this proposed event not from a herald, but from a squire of Northumberland. The threat of the surgeon to leave, which in VL. he never carries out, does not occur there until after the swooning of Lancelot.
1
) In this part of the story there is much in VL. which does not appear in MH.
392-504
In VL. the squire rides to Tenebors. When handing wine that night at the dwelling of the king of Norgalles to Gawain, the latter observes him smiling and questions him, which leads to a reply (59 , for there Lancelot returns with Bors and the rest to the court. They have accordingly no occasion to report to the queen (11. 520 ff.) concerning Lancelot's whereabouts and condition, or to ride to the forest to give the same report to the king (11. 532 ff). LI. 536-539 would be impossible to a person following VL. As I have already had occasion to say, in that work the king has all along known that the knight who received the wound at the tournament was Lancelot. In VL., furthermore, Gawain is not represented as being with the king. He was with Bors when Lancelot is discovered and accompanies them back to court. LI. 540-551, therefore, have nothing similar to them whatever in the corresponding part of VL.
552-569.
The changes as regards both incidents and order are so great in this part of MH. that it is difficult to keep up the comparison with VL. LI. 552 ff., however, are evidently connected with the passage in VL. (62 b , cols. 2-3 = PL. 158 a , col. 1) where Lancelot has a heart-rending interview with the Maid of Ascalot and then rides off to Camalot accompanied by Bors, Gawain and the rest. This interview, as I have already pointed out, was used by anticipation for 11.183 ff. LI. 556 ff., in which the maid asks for a token from Lancelot and receives his armor are inserted in order to lead up to 11. 583 ff., but they do not correspond to anything in VL., for there the armor was, of course, not left at the maid's request, but simply because Lancelot having taken the armor of the young knight in order that he might ride disguised to the tournament at Winchester was compelled to leave his own behind. That passage, moreover, occurs very much further back in the narrative. (11. 704-711) . He expressly refuses to wait until the king has returned from the forest. We see then that the whole account of Lancelot's return to court and his interview with Guinevere in MH. has nothing to correspond to it in VL. By ransacking the latter from one end to the other we can find parallels to single lines, as for instance to 11. 798 f.
"And hyr they cursyd for his sake That euyr loue was them by-twene" "si ne se seiuent (i. e. Bors, Lionel and Hector) a quoi prendre fors que chascuns maldist leure que onqwes lanceuotf acoiwta la roine" (58 a , col. 3 = PL. 151 a , col. 1). They occur, however, in scenes which are not connected with this.
How little Arthur's lamentations on hearing of Lancelot's departure (11. 808 ff.) are due to the suggestion of VL. will appear from a comparison with the corresponding passage in that work: "Asses fu ses (i. e. Arthur's) cuers en diuerses pensees. Car il li estoit auis que se lancet amast la roine de fole amor si cowme on li metoit sus il ne poroit la cort eslongier en nule maniere ne metre arriere dos comme il faisoit. Et cest vne chose qui mult metoit le euer le roi a aise" (64 . This is the only part of MR, 11.1-1671 where we observe any such close agreement with VL. Especially as regards 11. 960-1095 describing how the dead body of the maid with the letter in her hand is borne down the river underneath the window of the tower at Camalot, and also giving the contents of the letter, the author of MH. in composing this passage must have had the corresponding passage of VL. before his eyes. Compare for instance 11.1034-1036: "And found a purs f lle Riche a Kighte Wyth gold and perils pat was I-bente; All empty semyd it noght to sight" with "Έί vit pendre a sa seinture vne bource moult belle et riche laqwelle bien ne estoit vuyde comme il sembloit" (PL. 162*, col. 2). to Malory's twentieth and twenty-first books, 11.1672-3969. Now, leaving aside the greater condensation in the narrative of MH., the agreement between this work and Malory both as to incidents and the order of their arrangement is, for this part of the narrative, of the closest kind, as may be seen even from Dr. Sommer's comparison pp. 250-272, and offers a striking contrast to the relation of VL. and MH. 11.1-1671 as I have set it forth in the discussion above. But if Malory did not derive his story from MH., as I believe has been sufficiently proved in the first section of the present article, this closeness of agreement must evidently be due to the fact that both works follow closely, though independently, their common source.
But let us examine this question more in detail. If we omit material which Malory (deriving it doubtless from his source) has and MH. has not (see pp. 69 f.) and which in view of the obviously systematic condensation of MH. is without significance, we have the following variations of MH. from the last two books of the Morte Darthur.
I. Transpositions.
In marked contrast to the relation of 11.1-1671 to VL. there is only one transposition of any importance in MH. as compared with Malory and that at the very end of the narrative, where the author being in a hurry to conclude his poem suppresses the story of how Lancelot and his fellows went to Almesbury and fetched the dead queen's body to Glastonbury (Malory, Book XXI, Ch. XI) but further on (11. 3954-3961) after describing Lancelot's death relates in the briefest way that his companions did this. There can be no doubt that Malory and not MH. here accurately represents their common source.
Besides this, I note the following unimportant transpositions.
1. In MH. 2964 ft, where the knights ascribing war and strife to Arthur express their preference for Mordred's rule, we have the passage at the very beginning of Book XXI, Chap. I in Malory combined with a few lines occurring somewhat further on in the same chapter (p. 840).
2. The fact that Gawain received his mortal wound in a boat or ship, though in Malory (p. 841) it is related at the proper place, is not expressly stated in MH. until later (11. 3132 f.). It is nevertheless implied in 1. 3072 which doubtless preserves an expression of the original romance.
II. Additions. 1. The scene in which Gawain laments over the body of his slain brothers (11.1994-2005) . -At the corresponding point in Malory (p. 813) there is no similar scene, for King Arthur says that he has had them interred beforehand, anticipating the grief which the sight of their corpses would cause Gawain. But MH. here evidently follows the source more closely than Malory, for the same scene is found in VL. (71 h , col. 3 -72 ft , col. 2 = PL. 172», cols. 1-2). It is too long to give in full. The following sentence, however shows the parallelism: Gawain having been told by the king of the death of Gaheriet swoons, but when he comes to himself "cort grant aleure la ou il voit gaheriet son frere gesir mort si le tolt au roi et lestraint encontre son pis si le commence a baisier. Et el baisier quil fait a si grant duel al euer quil ne se puet tenir en estant si chai tantost atot gaheriet et iut grant piece en paumiso»." Later on he sees the other brothers and laments similarly over them. MH. and Malory may follow here slightly different versions of their common source but in any event we may say itis certain that the passage is not an independent addition of MH. but occurred in its source at this point of the narrative.
2. The account of the squire who brought to Lancelot the news of the sorrow at court because of the death of Gaheriet and the other knights together with the account of the assembling of Lancelot's host, 11. 2014 -2043 there is no mention of the squire and the assembling of the host; it is simply said that Lancelot "purveyed hym of many good knyghtes for with hym helde many knyghtes and some for his owne sake and somme for the quenes sake". In VL. we have the squire or as it is said "vns varies qui estoit a hestor des mares qui a la cort le roi artu repairoit souent" (73 a , col. 1 = PL. 173 a , col. 1)
